IEEE Computer Society

The IEEE Open Journal of the Computer Society (OJ-CS) is a rigorously peer-reviewed forum for rapid publication of open access articles describing high-impact results in all areas of interest to the IEEE Computer Society. This new fully open access journal complements existing IEEE Computer Society publications by providing a rapid review cycle.
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IEEE Canadian Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering

IEEE Computer Society announces its newest publication, Cloud Continuum. This is a quarterly collection of previously published peer-reviewed articles as well as original content that brings the very best of cloud research, application, and case studies in all areas of cloud computing.

IEEE Open Journal of the Computer Society | IEEE Xplore

IEEE Spectrum is an award-winning technology magazine and the flagship publication of IEEE, covering major trends and developments in technology, engineering, and science. The Institute, dedicated to IEEE members, features stories about IEEE activities, member profiles, conference information, important member dates and deadlines, IEEE election

IEEE Systems Journal

Also, % in-text middle ("here") positioning is typically not used, but it % is allowed and encouraged for Computer Society conferences (but % not Computer Society journals). Most IEEE journals/conferences use % top floats exclusively. % Note that, LaTeX2e, unlike IEEE journals/conferences, places % footnotes above bottom floats.

IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications | IEEE

Accepted and presented papers will appear in the conference proceedings published by the IEEE Computer Society Press. Selected papers will be considered for a journal's special issue/section. Journals under discussions at the present time include IEEE
Transactions on Services, Tsinghua Science and Technology, etc. About IEEE ICWS 2021

IEEE Internet of Things Journal - IEEE Internet of Things

Nov 29, 2021 · These bronze IEEE Milestone plaques line the brick wall inside of the Computer History Museum’s pleasant front courtyard. There's another plaque: a Special Citation for the Computer History Museum. If you’re in Mountain View, drop by and take a look. There’s plenty of parking. If you’d like to see the entire event, click here for the

IEEE Journal Paper Template - Overleaf, Online LaTeX Editor

Dec 16, 2021 · Proceedings of the IEEE. Proceedings of the IEEE is the leading journal to provide in-depth review, survey, and tutorial coverage of the technical developments in electronics, electrical engineering, and computer science. Learn More

IEEE ICWS 2021 - IEEE Computer Society


Become an IEEE Journal Author - IEEE Author Center Journals


IEEE - IEEE Journals Continue to Excel in Citation Rankings

Become an IEEE Journal Author . IEEE is a trusted source for researchers in academia, industry, and government. IEEE journals, transactions, and letters are among the most respected publications in the technology community. computer science, and electronics. IEEE is the most cited publisher in US and European new technology patents, with 3x

Proceedings of the IEEE

(The exception is the IEEE Open Journal of the Computer Society, which is fully and exclusively open access.) The OA option, if selected, enables unrestricted public access to the article via IEEE Xplore and the Computer Society Digital Library with payment of the current Article Processing Charge (APC).

Prepare Supplementary Materials - IEEE Author Center Journals

Welcome to the IEEE Canadian Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering website. The IEEE CJECE (ISSN-0840-8688), issued quarterly, has been publishing high-quality refereed scientific papers in all areas of electrical and computer engineering since 1976.

Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern - IEEE Xplore


Celebrating Eleven IEEE Milestones at the Computer History
Each issue of the IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications (J-SAC) is devoted to a specific technical topic and thus provides to J-SAC readers a collection of up-to-date papers on that topic. These issues are valuable to the research community and become valuable references. The technical topics covered by J-SAC issues span the entire field of communications and ...

**IEEE Open Journal of the Communications Society | IEEE**

The IEEE Open Journal of the Communications Society (OJ-COMS) is an open access, all-electronic journal that publishes original high-quality manuscripts on advances in the state of the art of telecommunications systems and networks. Submissions reporting new theoretical findings (including novel methods, concepts, and studies) and practical contributions (including ...

**IEEE Journal Titles and Reference Abbreviations Title**

IEEE Access is an award-winning, multidisciplinary, all-electronic archival journal, continuously presenting the results of original research.

**Fully OA Topical Journals - IEEE Open**

The IEEE IoT Journal (IoT-J), launched in 2014 (“Genesis of the IoT-J”), publishes papers on the latest advances, as well as review articles, on the various aspects of IoT. Topics include IoT system architecture, IoT enabling technologies, IoT communication and networking protocols, IoT services and applications, and the social implications

**IEEE Access - Multidisciplinary open access journal**

IEEE Systems Journal. The IEEE Systems Journal (ISJ) is the technical journal of the IEEE Systems Council, and is published quarterly. **SCOPE:** This publication provides a systems-level, focused forum for application-oriented manuscripts that address complex systems and system-of-systems of national and global significance.

**Journal Peer Review | IEEE Computer Society**

A great way to engage readers and complement your written work is by producing a video that summarizes your IEEE journal article. The video will be published alongside your article in the IEEE Xplore® Digital Library. Include the video summary along with the rest of your article during submission so that it can be peer reviewed. Video equipment
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